"We Are Running Out of Time": Temporal Orientation and Information Seeking as Explanatory Factors of Climate Anxiety among Young People
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Abstract: (1) Background: Climate change is a major threat to human health and new research is highlighting its effects on physical health. However, there is still little research on the psychological effects, particularly on young people, who seem to be disproportionately affected. (2) Objectives: In this context, we conducted a study focusing on the young adult population to identify psychosocial and behavioral factors that may modulate the intensity of this anxiety. (3) Method: A cross-sectional study by questionnaire was carried out on a sample of 369 young French adults. Data were analyzed via structural equation modelling. (4) Results: The main results suggest that: (1) CFC and information seeking predict climate anxiety, which in turn predicts the emotional consequences of exposure to information about the negative consequences of climate change; (2) information seeking moderates the effects of CFC on climate anxiety. (5) Conclusions: This study highlights both the role of temporal orientation and information seeking on the climate anxiety experienced by young adults. These results provide an interesting lever for health professionals to work with this population who may be more vulnerable to climate anxiety than others.
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1. Introduction

Climate change is described as a “process that impacts humans and their ecosystems in a myriad of ways” [1] (p. 246): increased temperatures, extreme storms, increased drought, warming and rising sea levels, species extinction, food scarcity, poverty and population displacement, and increased health risks [2]. The World Health Organization (WHO) has identified climate change as the greatest threat to human health and predicts that it will cause an increase of 250,000 additional deaths per year between 2030 and 2050. [3]. In addition, by 2030, the WHO estimates that the costs of direct damage to health are between 2 and 4 billion dollars per year. Finally, in its latest report, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Group 2 has again highlighted the impact of climate change on physical and mental health [4].

Negative health effects of climate change are well documented [5]: altered exposure to heat and cold, air pollution, pollen-related allergies, food scarcity, emerging infections, flooding, water-borne diseases, increased exposure to UV radiation, or difficulties in accessing health services and facilities, [6–10]. A 2019 report in The Lancet suggests that a
child born today will experience a world 7.2° F warmer than the pre-industrial average [11]. Rising temperatures, intense precipitation, extreme weather events and rising sea levels have already led to increased population exposure to extreme heat, poor air quality, reduced food and water quality, changes in infectious agents and population displacement [12]. At the same time, global warming leads to an increase in heat-related and cardiopulmonary diseases, food-, water- and vector-borne diseases, and mental health effects [13].

Climate change impacts on physical health have received much attention in the literature, although it can be noted that the effects of climate change on mental health have often been overlooked [14]. Climate change is considered by most major organizations (e.g., WHO; IPCC; United Nations, etc.) to be the greatest threat to mental health in the next century, yet the study of its effects on mental health is an emerging field that would require more robust empirical studies [15].

1.1. Impact of Climate Change on Mental Health

A WHO survey of 95 countries on health and climate change in 2021 showed that only nine countries included mental health and psychosocial issues in their vulnerability and adaptation assessment documents for climate change and health [16]. However, the consequences on mental health are numerous: emotional suffering, suicidal behavior, feelings of loss, depression or anxiety (e.g., [17–24]). These negative emotional responses to climate change are often called “climate anxiety” or “eco-anxiety” and are receiving increasing attention in the media [25] and from health care personnel such as doctors, psychiatrists and psychologists [26] (Cunsolo et al., 2020). Specifically, climate anxiety is defined as “the distress caused by climate change where people are becoming anxious about their future” [27] (p. 1). For their part, Gousse-Lessard and Lebrun-Paré define it as ‘a state of psychological discomfort and sometimes physical of varying degrees, characterized by the apprehension of a more or less distant threat in the future and significantly associated with the ecological disaster, which is itself perceived as uncertain, difficult to predict and difficult to control’ [28] (p. 4).

The concept of climate anxiety, considered as a future-oriented emotion, finds similarities with general anxiety [29], defined by Grupe and Nitschke ‘as anticipatory affective, cognitive and behavioral changes in response to uncertainty about a potential future threat’ [30] (p. 486). Climate anxiety is generated by three types of causes: direct causes (e.g., trauma related to extreme weather events), indirect causes (e.g., perceived threat of future risks) and psychosocial causes (e.g., migration and conflict related to global warming) [31–33]. It can be understood through two sub-dimensions: cognitive-emotional impairments (CEI), i.e., rumination, difficulty sleeping or concentrating, and nightmares or crying and functional impairments (FI), i.e., such as a person’s incapacity to work or to socialize [29]. Other authors describe two distinct manifestations of climate anxiety disorders: a paralyzing facet, preventing the individual from managing his negative emotions, and a practical facet, which allows him to reevaluate situations thanks to information or to produce new behaviors (e.g., [34–36]). However, certain groups and populations seemed to be more vulnerable to this problem than others [37]. This is particularly the case for young people (e.g., [38,39]).

1.2. Climate Anxiety and Young Populations

A broad study published in The Lancet Planetary Health and conducted in 10 countries in 2021 [40] reported that young people are deeply affected by climate anxiety. This study examined the relationship between 10,000 young people aged from 16 to 25 years and the consequences of climate change. Findings showed that 83% of young people said they were at least moderately worried that climate change is threatening people and the planet (with 59% saying they were very worried). Furthermore, more than 50% of respondents expressed feelings of sadness, anxiety, anger, helplessness, hopelessness or guilt. Finally, almost half of the young people (45%) reported a significant number of negative thoughts and felt that this affected their daily functioning such as: eating, concentrating, working,
going to school, sleeping, spending time in nature, playing, having fun or having social relationships. The survey also showed the young people’s uncertainty about the future of humanity and the planet: 83% considered that people have not taken care of the planet earth, 56% that humanity is doomed and 75% that the future is particularly frightening. Youth appeared particularly affected by psychological problems related to climate change. However, the impacts of climate change on the mental and psychological states of youth have received less attention from the scientific community [41]. Wu et al. pointed out that “few attempts have been made to investigate the short-term and long-term effects of climate anxiety on the mental health of youth” [42] (p. 435).

1.2.1. Youth Exposure to Climate Change Information as an Explanatory Factor for Climate Anxiety

Researchers are now attempting to identify factors that may explain the prevalence of climate anxiety in this population. One of the factors regularly mentioned to explain the high climate anxiety felt by youth would be their high exposure to these issues in the media [36]. Indeed, youth are often exposed (e.g., on social networks) to news, images, or even reports of environmental disasters that bear witness to the consequences of climate change [43]. Similarly, Ma et al. [44], reviewed 92 empirical studies and identified media exposure as a risk factor that should be considered when assessing youth climate anxiety. Crandon et al. [45] also proposed in their “socio-ecological framework of climate anxiety in children and adolescents” to take into account the impact of the media in the assessment of climate anxiety. Thus, more and more studies examined the impact of the media on the emotions felt by young people. Ortiz et al. [46], for example, showed that presenting children with media cues related to a disaster (i.e., a category 5 hurricane) resulted in significantly higher levels of state anxiety (i.e., the situational anxiety felt by an individual). More recently, a study conducted among students showed that exposure to Typhoon Hato-related content on social networks was associated with post-traumatic stress disorder [47]. Other authors have attempted to determine the role of the media in the psychological process leading to climate anxiety. Doherty and Clayton [31] considered that the media is one of the mediators of climate anxiety. Reser and Swim [48] assume that information seeking is a proactive and reactive behavioral response that allows the individual to adapt to the psychological impacts of climate change. Thus, while most authors agree that exposure to media information is a major factor of youth climate anxiety, few empirical studies examine the place of this factor of this form of anxiety.

1.2.2. Youth Temporal Orientation as an Explanatory Factor for Climate Anxiety

Another factor put forward to explain the prevalence of climate anxiety among youth is that they are, by virtue of their age, more concerned about climate change because they “will bear a disproportionate share of the burden of climate change” [49] (p. 3). Albert et al. [50] noted that the younger generation perceives climate change as an unavoidable threat, so they are increasingly pessimistic about the future [51]. Rickinson, in 2001 [52], already emphasized the need to take into account youth visions of the future to highlight environmental concerns. Indeed, for youth, climate change is an issue “closely connected with uncertainty about the future survival of our planet and therefore as evoking feelings of existential anxiety and hopelessness” [53] (p. 626). Indeed, it seems that young adults are likely to develop a particular relationship to time (past, present and future) when faced with the issue of climate change. The relationship to time, called temporal perspective, is defined by Lewin as the “totality of the individual’s view of his psychological future and psychological past existing at a given time” [54] (p. 75). The time perspective impacts individuals and their behaviors in the present, either because they are influenced by past experiences or because they base their behavior on future consequences [55]. Behavioral anticipation of future consequences or Consideration of Future Consequences (CFC) is defined as “the extent to which people consider the potential distant outcomes of their current behaviors and the extent to which they are influenced by these potential outcomes” [56] (p. 743). It describes
the way individuals will act, either in terms of immediate and concrete concerns (i.e., immediate time orientation), or rather in terms of future and abstract concerns (i.e., future time orientation) [57]. The relationship to time has, for example, been shown links to be related to psychological health, environmental behavior and health behavior (e.g., [58,59]). Future time orientation can also affect present motivations and emotions [60,61]. Other researchers have found that the future dimension of the CFC predicted of environmental values and beliefs about global warming [62]. Carmi and Arnon [63] showed that future-oriented individuals are more likely to express concerns about the environment. Similarly, Milfont and colleagues [64] found in a meta-analysis that more future-oriented individuals were among the most environmentally engaged populations. Finally, in a recent study, Geiger et al. [65] investigated the importance of present or future time orientation on individuals’ climate commitment. The results indicated that age and climate commitment decrease together, when individuals see their actions as having consequences for the present but less for the future.

Both theoretical and empirical evidence suggests that repeated exposure (e.g., through information-seeking behaviors) to this type of information in the media increase young people’s awareness of the immediate and future consequences of climate change. Thus, the individual preference in terms of relationship to time (i.e., whether individuals act more according to immediate and concrete concerns or more according to future and abstract concerns) can explain the way in which young people will apprehend and manage the consequences of climate change. While temporal orientation and exposure to information about the negative consequences of climate change appear to be predominant factors of climate anxiety among youth, no study has yet examined the interdependence and influence of these variables on the expression of climate anxiety and its cognitive, emotional, and functional manifestations.

1.3. Current Research

In this research perspective, a cross-sectional study involving young adults was conducted to examine the associations between considerations of future consequences (immediate or future) and information seeking on the two dimensions of climate anxiety (i.e., cognitive–emotional and functional impairments) and their emotional consequences on exposure to information about climate change consequences (see Figure 1).

![Figure 1. Theoretical model of the relationships between information seeking, consideration of future consequences, climate anxiety, and emotional consequences. Blue arrows represent positive relationships. Red arrows represent negative relationships.](image)

To test this model, four specific hypotheses were formulated:

**Hypothesis 1.** A “future” time orientation will be positively related to the two subdimension of climate anxiety (cognitive-emotional and functional impairments), whereas an “immediate” time orientation will be negatively related to climate anxiety.
Hypothesis 2. A high propensity to seek information about climate change will be positively related to the different components of climate anxiety, whereas a low propensity to seek information about climate change will be negatively related to the different components of climate anxiety.

Hypothesis 3. Participants with high levels of climate anxiety will have stronger emotional responses than other participants when exposed to information about climate change.

Hypothesis 4. The effects of both dimensions of CFC (future and immediate) on the two dimensions of climate anxiety (CEI and FI) are moderated by information seeking. The more information-seeking participants are, the stronger the negative effects of CFC-I on both dimensions of climate anxiety and the stronger the positive effects of CFC-F on both dimensions of climate anxiety.

2. Materials and Methods

In order to test these different hypotheses, youth were asked to complete a questionnaire consisting of several measures: climate anxiety; considerations of future consequences; information seeking on climate change issues and emotional consequences of exposure to climate change information.

2.1. Participants and Procedure

Participants were recruited to participate in the study using age as an inclusion criterion. Indeed, we selected participants belonging to the ‘youth’ category, as was done in the study by Hickman et al. [40] and as proposed by Ojala and Lakew [66]. Thus, this study targeted the 18–26 age group to reach young people. In order to address this particular population, we conducted a survey on Limesurvey®. It was shared on the university’s networks and on the 3 largest social media platforms (LinkedIn®, Facebook®, and Twitter®). This allowed us to reach youth where they were, as these social media sites are frequently used by this population [67]. To ensure that individuals did not complete the survey multiple times, only one survey could be submitted from a particular IP address. This study is defined as non-interventional research and it complies with the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki. Thus, after reading the information notice and completing the consent form, 369 participants completed the different questionnaire (M_age = 20.05, SD_age = 2.00, 73.4% women).

2.2. Measures

2.2.1. Climate Anxiety

Climate anxiety was measured using the Climate Change Anxiety Scale [29]. The 13-item scale validated in French in two-factor model cognitive-emotional impairments (climate anxiety-CEI dimension) and functional impairments (climate anxiety-FI dimension), was used for this study [68]. Participants answered these items using a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (Never) to 7 (Always). The theoretical model showed a good fit to the data: \( \chi^2 (64) = 155.14, p < 0.001, CFI = 0.92, TLI = 0.90, SRMR = 0.05, RMSEA = 0.06, 90\% CI [0.05, 0.08] \). For reliability, McDonald’s omega coefficients were calculated from a confirmatory factor analysis and were adequate, \( \omega = 0.87 \) for the CEI subscale, and \( \omega = 0.85 \) for the FI subscale (for details, see Supplementary Table S1).

2.2.2. Consideration of Future Consequences

The 14-item Considerations of Futures Consequences (CFC-14) scale [57] was used in its French version [55] to assess individuals’ consideration of the immediate (CFC-I dimension, 6 items) and future (CFC-F dimension, 7 items) consequences of their actions on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (Does not fit me at all) to 7 (Fits me completely). The two-factor theoretical model showed a good fit to the data: \( \chi^2 (64) = 122.17, p < 0.001, CFI = 0.93, TLI = 0.91, SRMR = 0.05, RMSEA = 0.05, 90\% CI [0.04, 0.06] \). McDonald’s omega coefficients were calculated from a confirmatory factor analysis and were adequate at \( \omega = 0.79 \) for the future subscale, and \( \omega = 0.82 \) for the immediate subscale (Supplementary Table S1).
2.2.3. Information Seeking on Climate Change

In order to assess the extent to which the ‘young’ population seeks information on the issue of climate change, participants were asked to respond to the item “You seek information about climate change and its consequences (in the media, social networks . . .)” on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (Never) to 7 (Often).

2.2.4. Emotional Consequences of Exposure to Climate Change Information

Emotional consequences of participants’ exposure to climate change information were measured in a scenario task. The instructions were as follows: “Imagine the following situation: you watch a video or read a document/article about the effects of climate change (e.g., melting ice, pollution, forest fires, etc.). Below you will find a series of statements that people have used to describe themselves. Read each statement and check off what you feel in this situation.” Participants responded to the items using a 4-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (Not at all) to 4 (A lot). The 7 statements proposed to the participants were based on the STAI-State items [69,70] (e.g., “I feel calm”, “I am worried”) with an adequate reliability ($\omega = 0.92$) (Appendix A).

2.3. Data Analysis

The statistical analyses were conducted by using MPLUS software version 7.4 [71]. Main analyses were conducted with confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) and structural equation modeling (SEM). Several fit indices were used to evaluate model fits to the data [72]: Root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA), standardized root mean square residual (SRMR), comparative fit index (CFI), and Tucker–Lewis index (TLI). Maximum likelihood robust (MLR) estimator was used to handle the somewhat non-normal data distributions ($-0.37 < \text{Skewness coefficients} < 1.06; \ -1.03 < \text{Kurtosis coefficients} < 0.59$; see Table 1). First, a confirmatory factorial analysis including substantive factors was performed to assess the factor structure of the latent variables and to compute correlations among latent factors. Then, structural equation modeling was used to examine relationships between latent factors and to test the theoretical model (Hypotheses 1 through 3). Finally, the latent interaction terms of the CFC-F dimension and information seeking on climate change, and the CFC-I and information seeking on climate change was constructed via Latent Moderated Structural Equations (LMS) method (Hypothesis 4; e.g., [73,74]). This method estimates the moderation effect from the latent product of the independent variable and the moderating variable [75]. Since the LMS method does not provide model fit indices generally used to interpret the fit of structural equation models (e.g., $\chi^2$, CFI, TLI, and RMSEA), Maslowsky and colleagues [73] recommendations were followed to assess the fit goodness of the moderated model. A log-likelihood ratio test ($D$) was performed to compare the relative fit of the model excluding the interaction terms (M0) and the model including the interaction terms (M1). A significant log-likelihood ratio test indicates that M0 represents a significant loss in fit relative to M1 (e.g., [73]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Climate Anxiety: Cognitive-emotional impairment</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>5.29</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate Anxiety: Functional impairment</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>4.83</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consideration of Future Consequences: Future</td>
<td>4.79</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>-9.20</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consideration of Future Consequences: Immediate</td>
<td>2.94</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>6.33</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information seeking on climate change</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional consequences to information on climate change</td>
<td>2.83</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>-0.37</td>
<td>-0.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: $N = 369$; $M =$ Mean; $SD =$ Standard deviation; Min. = Minimum value; Max. = Maximum value; Skew. = Skewness coefficient; Kurt. = Kurtosis coefficient.
3. Results

3.1. Preliminary Analyses

Table 1 shows descriptive statistics (mean, standard deviation, minimum and maximum values, skewness and kurtosis coefficients) for each variable. The CFA yielded a good fit to the data ($\chi^2 (64) = 122.17, p < 0.001$, CFI = 0.93, TLI = 0.91, SRMR = 0.05, RMSEA = 0.05, 90% CI [0.04, 0.06]) with six well-defined factors ($|\lambda| = 0.46–0.83, M = 0.64$; for details see Supplementary Table S1). Correlations between latent factors from the CFA showed that, as expected, the two dimensions of climate anxiety were strongly correlated with each other ($r = 0.89, p < 0.001$) and moderately correlated with information seeking on climate change and the emotional consequences to information on climate change ($r = 0.52, p < 0.001$ and $r = 0.46, p < 0.001$, respectively; see Supplementary Table S2). According to the literature, the two dimensions of the CFC were negatively related to each other ($r = −0.65, p < 0.001$). The Future dimension is positively correlated with climate anxiety-CEI ($r = 0.38, p < 0.001$), climate anxiety-FI ($r = 0.37, p < 0.001$), information seeking on climate change ($r = 0.38, p < 0.001$) and emotional consequences to information on climate change ($r = 0.27, p < 0.001$). Conversely, the CFC-I dimension was negatively associated with these variables (respectively, climate anxiety-CEI ($r = −0.29, p < 0.001$), climate anxiety-FI ($r = −0.21, p < 0.001$), information seeking on climate change ($r = −0.15, p < 0.01$) and emotional consequences to information on climate change ($r = −0.21, p < 0.001$; see Supplementary Table S2).

3.2. Main Analyses

The structural equation model showed a good fit to the data ($\chi^2 (516) = 887.39, p < 0.001$, CFI = 0.92, TLI = 0.91, SRMR = 0.05, RMSEA = 0.04, 90% CI [0.04, 0.05]). Figure 2 presents the results of the structural equation modeling of the analysis model. Results indicated that the CFC-F dimension had a significant positive relationship with the climate anxiety-FI dimension ($\beta = 0.18, p = 0.05$) but did not have a significant relationship with the climate anxiety-CEI dimension. On the contrary, the CFC-I dimension had a significant negative relationship with the climate anxiety-CEI dimension ($\beta = −0.16, p = 0.05$) but was not significantly related to the climate anxiety-FI dimension. Hypothesis 1 was partially supported. Participants who scored high on the CFC-F dimension reported high levels of climate anxiety on the FI dimension and those who scored high on the CFC-I dimension reported low levels of climate anxiety on the CEI dimension. Information seeking on climate change had significant positive relationships with the climate anxiety-CEI dimension and climate anxiety-FI dimension ($\beta = 0.46, p < 0.001$, and $\beta = 0.44, p < 0.001$, respectively). Results support Hypothesis 2, young adults who seek information on climate change are those who reported the most anxiety related to climate change in the two dimensions assessed (CEI and FI). Overall, significant relationships contributed to explain 33% of the variance in the climate anxiety-CEI dimension and 30% of the variance in the climate anxiety-FI dimension. Finally, results indicated that climate anxiety-CEI dimension had a significant positive relationship with emotional consequences to information on climate change ($\beta = 0.56, p = 0.003$) explaining 22% of its variance. The climate anxiety-FI dimension was not significantly related with emotional consequences of climate change information. Hypothesis 3 was partially supported. Participants with high levels on the climate anxiety-CEI dimension reported higher levels of emotional reactions when they were exposed to climate change information compared to other participants. No difference was found for the climate anxiety-FI dimension.
Regarding interaction of the CFC-F dimension and information seeking on climate change, and interaction of the CFC-I dimension and information seeking on climate change, the relative fit of the M1 model to M0 determined by a log-likelihood ratio test indicated that M0 represents a significant loss of fit compared with M1 (\(D = 21.17, \chi^2(4) = 21.17, p < 0.001\)). The CFC-F Dimension \(\times\) Information seeking interaction effect was significant on climate anxiety-FI dimension (\(\beta = 0.18, p = 0.03\)). This interaction effect was not significant on climate anxiety-CEI dimension (\(\beta = -0.01, p = 0.86\)). Conversely, the CFC-I dimension \(\times\) Information seeking interaction effect was significant on climate anxiety-CEI dimension (\(\beta = -0.22, p = 0.01\)) but non-significant on climate anxiety-FI dimension (\(\beta = -0.02, p = 0.76\)). Hypothesis 4 was partially supported. The more information on climate change young adults seek, the more the CFC-F dimension arouses the climate anxiety-FI dimension and the less the CFC-I dimension arouses the climate anxiety-CEI dimension. Overall, the model with interaction effects explained 37.2% (vs. 33% for the model without interaction terms) of the variance in the climate anxiety-CEI dimension and 35.1% (vs. 30% for the model without interaction terms) of the variance in the climate anxiety-FI dimension, and 22% of the emotional consequences to information on climate change. The inclusion of interaction effects resulted in the disappearance of significant effects of CFC on climate anxiety: CFC-I dimension on climate anxiety-CEI dimension (from \(\beta = -0.16, p = 0.05\) to \(\beta = 0.30, p = 0.11\)) and the effect of CFC-F dimension on climate anxiety-FI dimension (from \(\beta = 0.18, p = 0.05\) to \(\beta = -0.13, p = 0.46\), Figure 3).
4. Discussion

The objective of this study was to examine the influence of Consideration of Future or Immediate Consequences of our actions and of information-seeking behaviors on the manifestations of climate anxiety in a population of young adults. The results show that: (1) CFC and information seeking predict climate anxiety, which in turn predicts the emotional consequences of exposure to information about the negative consequences of climate change; (2) information seeking moderates the effects of CFC on climate anxiety. To our knowledge, this is the first study to empirically provide evidence that both temporal orientation and information seeking predict climate anxiety, and some associated emotional consequences. According to our hypotheses, three results are noteworthy.

First, individuals with high CFC-F experience more climate anxiety-FI, which is not the case for individuals with high CFC-I. For these participants, the higher their CFC-I, the less climate anxiety-CEI they experience. These results partially confirm hypothesis 1 and could be explained by the propensity of future-oriented individuals, on the one hand, to conduct their actions in the present according to long-term goals and objectives [76] and, on the other hand, to act more in the collective interest [77]. Thus, individuals with high CFC-F are more likely to have integrated the long-term goals set by society to prevent the consequences of climate change. They can therefore more easily anchor their present behaviors in the achievement of these future goals. However, given the huge task at hand, these high CFC-F youth cannot achieve the goals set by society through their behavior alone, which may lead them to experience more climate anxiety than others. On the other hand, youth with high CFC-I probably have not integrated these long-term goals or are able to distance themselves from them, so they seem less prone to climate anxiety. Above all, these individuals are looking to satisfy their short-term needs. The negative consequences of climate change, rather positioned in the future, do not seem to have enough impact in their minds to influence current behavior.

Second, the higher the tendency of these youth to seek information about climate change issues, the more likely they are to experience climate anxiety. However, the state of emotional tension in situations of exposure to this information is particularly important for individuals with high climate anxiety-CEI. These results confirm hypothesis 2 and partially confirm hypothesis 3. It seems that these young French people use the search for information as a way of objectifying and giving sense [78] to the consequences of climate change that they cannot directly experience, as is already the case in certain regions of the world [79]. These new elements may lead begin a reflexive process [78] aimed at critically evaluating, interpreting and giving sense of media events and disasters. This reflection process contributes to the development of knowledge, beliefs, perceptions of climate change and its consequences. This may explain why this population, which is not directly confronted with the problem, seems to be particularly sensitive to climate anxiety.

Third, the results of this study indicate that for youth with high CFC-F, it appears that information seeking is something that increases their perceived anxiety as it affects their daily lives (i.e., functional anxiety), but does not really allow them to cope with the emotional consequences of perceived climate anxiety (i.e., cognitive emotional anxiety). Conversely, for individuals with high CFC-I, the more information they seek, the less climate anxiety-CEI they experience. These results partially support hypothesis 4. As suggested by Reser and Swim [46], information seeking appears to be a proactive and reactive behavioral response that affects how an individual copes with the psychological impacts of climate change. For these young adults, the reflection process initiated by the search for information can be seen as a coping strategy to manage the problem [80]. This process seems to have allowed them to take a step back and deal with the negative emotions they felt about the consequences of climate change. It is as if these individuals were reinforced in their initial positions; the more information they seek, the more elements they have to adapt, reminding them that climate change will have long-term impacts and that it does not affect them directly. In this study, it seems that it is the individual
preference for time orientation (immediate or future) that influences information seeking as a coping strategy.

However, this study has some limitations. First, the data were cross-sectional in design, which means that the results are thus correlational in nature. Additional research using longitudinal (at least three waves of data collection) and experimental designs is needed to test the direction of associations. The recruitment method based on social media platforms did not allow the recruitment of participants from different geographical areas, which is potentially relevant for predicting climate anxiety. Further research is needed to address this limitation by including participant’s geographical locations. A comparison of our theoretical model between youth living near flood-prone areas in the south of France and youth living in the north may reveal differences [29]. Finally, the study carried out did not fully investigate people’s relationship to time. Indeed, our hypotheses were mainly concerned with the future temporal perspective adopted by young people towards climate change, and we therefore focused on the consideration of future consequences [36]. Yet, it would have been interesting to study the past experiences of these individuals with disasters or events directly related to climate change. Future studies could thus investigate how the three dimensions of the relationship to time [54] may impact on coping behaviors to reduce climate anxiety.

5. Conclusions

In 2020, Wu and colleagues [42] called on the scientific community to work on levers to reduce the climate anxiety felt by young people. The study presented in this article contributes to this effort by shedding new light on the relationship between the consideration of future consequences [57] and the role of information on the climate anxiety felt by young adults. In particular, the study describes the effects of temporal orientation on behavioral responses (i.e., information seeking).

The topic of climate anxiety in young people has been little studied empirically, so these results offer some interesting insights for health professionals (e.g., physicians, psychiatrists, psychologists, etc.). Thus, the results of this study suggest that the accompaniment of a young person confronted with the emotional consequences of climate change could include 5 stages (see Figure 4 below).

The 5 stages of youth care would require: (1) to identify the temporal perspective in which they are situated (e.g., a high CFC-F individual); (2) to studying, as suggested by Reser and Swim [46], the individual’s set of proactive behavioral responses (e.g., Seeking information; Seeking interpersonal or community social support etc.); (3) to assessing one’s level of climate anxiety (e.g., high climate anxiety-FI); (4) to studying, the individual’s set of reactive behavioral responses (e.g., Seeking information; Seeking interpersonal or community social support etc.) [46]; and (5) to identify ways to build on these behavioral strategies (e.g., make them realize that these behaviors have a real impact on the future consequences of climate change). The idea could be to ensure that the individual is not positioned in a paralyzing climate anxiety that would prevent them from adopting pro-environmental behaviors that could reduce their anxiety, but rather in a practical anxiety that would lead them to not feel too much anxiety but enough to take action [36]. Although this proposed intervention model is based on the results of this study, it would require a full research program to investigate the psychological processes involved and to test its efficiency in the field to help youth cope with their climate anxiety.
Finally, these encouraging results need to be tested in future research to enable health professionals to support young women and men of today and tomorrow in dealing with the psychological consequences of climate change.
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Appendix A. Emotional Consequences of Exposure to Climate Change Information
1. I feel calm (R)
2. I feel good, comfortable (R)
3. I feel safe (R)
4. I feel calm (R)
5. I feel relaxed (R)
6. I am worried
7. I feel good (R)
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